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Abstract 

Understanding the origin and history of the solar system, the potential for life elsewhere and thus 

habitability, and the hazards and available resources in space are critical to make human space 

exploration and human base establishment on celestial bodies possible. The success of PSD 

missions depends on the success of human exploration. Human exploration of our entire solar 

system by the end of this century can be achieved through successful PSD missions using 

commercial solutions and international partnership. The space exploration will result in the 

technological advancement that becomes a new driving force of economic growth and improves 

human living condition.   

Next 34 years PSD should play the role of the 21st century-version Lewis and Clark Expedition 

to gather critical information about carefully chosen target celestial bodies in our solar system, to 

study the possible bio-signatures and habitability, geography, and geology, in situ resources such 

as propellant methane, oxygen and nitrogen, resources for food growing, and building materials 

for human bases, and to determine human landing sites and locations for human bases. Next 34 

years PSD missions should be a ground work for space exploration in the 2nd half of the 21st 

century and following centuries so that our future generations can continue to explore space 

successfully in order to secure the future of humanity.   

If the spacecraft can be launched from the Moon human base, Deimos, Phobos or Mars human 

base, Europa human base, Enceladus human base, Charon human base instead of the Earth, then 

we can explore the entire solar system more efficiently and economically. PSD missions should 

be coordinated with the following human missions. PSD missions will make human exploration 

possible and in return human exploration will justify next level PSD missions and make them 

more efficient and cost-effective.   

Vision and Voyages for Planetary Science in the Decade 2013-2022(2011) identified cross 

cutting themes, key questions, and missions. In my oral presentation, I would like to propose the 

following decadal-focus missions in order to achieve PSD sub-goals as well as NASA’s goals 

and eventually national space goals.  

2020s focus missions on the Moon and Mars:  

(i)Lunar Geophysical Network and other future lunar missions to answer the crosscutting theme 

building new worlds, to prepare the establishment of  human lunar base, to target resource 

mining sites and to understand what it takes to terraform the  Moon  

(ii) Mars 2020 mission to find bio-signature and to prepare sample return and human exploration 

(iii) OSIRIS-Rex sample return and other future ABO missions to understand available 

resources, including propellants, to colonize and terraform Mars 
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2030s focus missions on Mars and Europa:   

(i) Mars Astrobiology Explorer-Cacher (MAX-C) or other future Mars missions to assist 

human exploration on Mars, tentatively scheduled in 2035 

(ii) Jupiter Europa Orbiter (JEO) to answer multiple crosscutting themes key questions, to 

find bio-signature, and to prepare human exploration 

2040s focus missions on Europa and Trojan asteroids:  

(i) Europa rover and submarine missions to answer multiple crosscutting themes key 

questions, to prepare human exploration, and to build human underwater base,, which 

provides warmth and radiation-protection 

 

(ii) Trojan Tour and Rendezvous to answer multiple crosscutting themes key questions, 

and to find resources to build, operate, and maintain Europa underwater human base 

and eventually to terraform Europa 

I propose that PSD primarily focus on the Moon, Mars, Phobos, Deimos, Jupiter, Europa, and 

Trojan asteroids in the 1st half of the 21st century and go beyond Jupiter in the 2nd half of the 

century. In the 1st half century, the small Discovery missions and medium New Frontiers 

missions may be carried out beyond Jupiter if funding and affordable commercial solutions are 

available.  A substantial amount of success in exploration up to Jupiter in the 1st half century will 

increase a chance to succeed in the following explorations beyond Jupiter in the 2nd half century, 

and thus the human exploration of our solar system by the end of this century. 

2050s Enceladus Orbiter to answer multiple crosscutting themes key questions, to find bio-

signature, and to prepare human exploration 

2060s Uranus Orbiter and Probe to understand the properties of exoplanets and to prepare our 

future generation’s exploration to exoplanets  

2070s Neptune Orbiter and Probe to understand the properties of exoplanets and to prepare our 

future generation’s exploration to exoplanets  

2080s Charon Orbiter to answer multiple crosscutting themes and to prepare human exploration 

and human base establishment in order to explore KBO 

2090s Makemake/KBO Orbiter to answer multiple crosscutting themes, to prepare human 

exploration and human base establishment in order to explore KBO and to reach out the edge of 

our solar system 

Furthermore, in my oral presentation, I will discuss necessary technologies to make the missions 

mentioned above possible.   
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